
Splat says thank you
Rob Scotton. --

Thank you, Miss Doover
by Robin Pulver ; illustrated by Stephanie Roth. --

Please say please, grumpy
bunny!
by Justine Korman Fontes ; illustrated by Lucinda
McQueen. --

Penguin says "please"
written by Michael Dahl ; illustrated by Oriol Vidal. --

Rules of the wild
written by Bridget Levin ; illustrated by Amanda
Shepherd.

Manners are important for
you and me
written by Todd Snow ; illustrated by Carrie Hartman. --

Family Storytime @ TC May 18 & 23, 2013 - GOOD
MANNERS!!!
Good manners are crucial to have for everyone of all ages, especially for children who are still
developing and learning new concepts everyday. People with good manners are very well likeable
by all. Parents are the BEST teachers to their children, for they know them very well and can teach
them good habits and manners. Children tend to learn best when they can understand the meaning
of words, what they represent, and how they relate to them. Also, reading the same book over and
over again will help them remember and learn new vocabulary words.
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Monster manners
Rory Growler ; [based on a script entitled Call of the mild
by Mark Huckerby and Nick Ostler].

Monster manners
Hazel Hutchins ; illustrated by Sampar. --

David gets in trouble
by David Shannon. --

I am sharing
Mercer Mayer. --
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